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Extensive customer research showed the Fas-Trac III
suspension was preferred by most users over what they were
currently wearing because it improved helmet comfort,
retention and stability whilst being easy to use with or without
gloves.

Fas-Trac III Suspension
For all V-Gard industrial safety helmet models

Headaches ?
Fas-Trac® III Suspension is the Cure!
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Integral, perforated•
sweatband puts barrier
between HEAD and
HEADBAND
2 different sweatband•
options: sewn in PVC
perforated wipeable or
sweat-wicking washable
foam

Available
from stock:
06.2015!

3 levels of nape•
height adjustment

The lower nape strap•
increases BALANCE and
STABILITY
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Push button to•
loosen
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Squeeze to tighten•
Suspension can be•
adjusted with one hand
and when the helmet is
on the head.

EASE OF USE

SURE FITTING

Ready to change ?
Push-Key suspension, a simple push changes everything

The Push-Key suspension with its innovative adjustment concept brings an extraordinary way to enhance
user retention and comfort. Push-Key, the new suspension with the best cost-benefit ratio offered in the
market. So there is no denying how much a simple "Push" changes everything!

Push-Key Suspension
For all V-Gard industrial safety helmet models

Part No. Description ATO digit when fitted to helmets

10162507* Push-Key suspension with slide adjustment and sewn in PVC sweatband GVxx1
10162508* Push-Key suspension with slide adjustment and replaceable foam sweatband GVxx3
10162752* Fas-Trac III suspension with ratchet and sewn in PVC sweatband GVxx2
10162755* Fas-Trac III suspension with ratchet and replaceable, washable, foam sweatband GVxx9
10162753 Fas-Trac III ThermalGard suspension with ratchet and sewn in PVC sweatband GVxx5
3335612-SP Push-Key foam sweatband (10 pcs) -
10153518 Fas-Trac III premium foam sweatband (10 pcs) -
696688 Terri-Band sweatband (10 pcs) -

Ordering Information

*Certified with all helmet models: V-Gard, V-Gard 200, V-Gard 500, V-Gard 520. 

Available
from stock:
06.2015!

Integral, perforated sweatband puts barrier•
between HEAD and HEADBAND
2 different sweatband options: sewn in PVC•
perforated wipeable or sweat-wicking foam

  
  

  


